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1. BACKGROUND 
 

By letter dated December 5, 2012, the Northwest Territories Power 

Corporation (“NTPC”) submitted a request to the Northwest Territories Public 

Utilities Board (“Board”) to: 

• Implement a pilot project to replace 31 of the 100w HPS streetlights 
with 50W LED light in the community of Gameti; and 

• Purchase approximately 200 50W LED luminaries to complete the 
Gameti project, as well as for replacement inventory as 100w HPS 
streetlights are replaced in other communities. 

 

NTPC stated that due to the lack of knowledge of the operational costs and 

load profiles of the new light-emitting diode (“LED”) lights, it could not provide 

the Board with a reasonable estimate of revised streetlight rates for the LED 

streetlights at the time. NTPC proposed to apply the existing 100W HPS 

monthly streetlight energy rate to the new 50W LED streetlights. 

 

By letter dated December 12, 2012, the Board agreed with NTPC’s 

approach. However, the Board directed NTPC to establish a new LED 

streetlight rate schedule within 4 months of completing the Gameti change 

out.  

 

In a letter dated July 15, 2013, NTPC stated that the pilot project to replace 

the existing streetlights in Gameti with new, more efficient LED streetlights 

was completed in February 2013. NTPC requested an extension to August 

31, 2013 to establish a new LED streetlight rate schedule and also to allow 

for community consultation with the NWT Association of Communities 

("NWTAC"). This request was subsequently approved by the Board on July 

16, 2013 
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2. APPLICATION 
 

By letter dated August 30, 2013, NTPC requested an order or orders of the 

Board for revisions to the rate schedules to implement the following changes: 

 

1. Establish the following zone based 50W, LED streetlight rates for the 
fiscal year 2013/14: 

a. Thermal Zone: $19.15/lamp/month 
b. Snare Zone: $12.90/lamp/month 
c. Taltson Zone: 44.98/lamp/month 

2. Establish the following zone base 50W, LED streetlight rates for the 
fiscal year 2014/15: 

a. Thermal Zone: $20.21/lamp/month 
b. Snare Zone: $13.61/lamp/month 
c. Taltson Zone: $5.26/lamp/month 

3. To determine 2012/14 General Rate Application (“GRA”) Phase 2 final 
rates for streetlights based on the approved load forecast for the 
2012/14 GRA. 

 

NTPC indicated that the LED lights program is a key part of the Government 

of Northwest Territories (“GNWT”) energy planning and strategy initiatives. In 

accordance with these initiatives, NTPC is committed to supply electricity to 

its customers at the lowest cost possible, while limiting the environmental 

impacts of electricity generation in the communities. 

 

As part of its commitment, NTPC stated that it has initiated a territory-wide 

program to replace high-pressure sodium (“HPS”) streetlights as they expire 

with long-lasting, LED lights (“Program”). NTPC states, this program is being 

implemented in consideration of the benefits LED lights present when 

compared to HPS and mercury-vapor light sources, namely; lower energy 

consumption, longer lifetime and lower maintenance cost associated with the 

longer lifetime, no toxic chemicals as well as faster switching. 
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NTPC proposed the following implementation plan for the program: 

 

• Implement a territory-wide replacement of all of 100W HPS streetlights 
with 50W LED lights as they expire, or as quickly as possible, subject 
to NTPC’s labour resource constraints and communities’ willingness. 

• Purchase required quantity of 50W LED luminaries, as needed, for the 
replacement inventory. 

 

NTPC stated that the estimated capital cost per 50W LED light is 

approximately $600, comprising a purchase cost of approximately $300 and 

an installation cost of $300. NTPC indicates that it plans to recover capital 

cost through the rate base for any replacement projects that occur between 

now and the next GRA at the time of the next GRA. NTPC indicates it will 

also include any planned replacement in the forecast capital additions by 

year at the next GRA. 

 

NTPC indicated that based on the pilot project in Gameti, switching to LED 

lights reduces streetlights energy consumption from an estimated 508 

kW.h/lamp for 100W HPS to 192 kW.h/lamp for 50W LED. As such, absent 

associated capital costs of LED lights purchase and installation, switching to 

50W LED lights reduces streetlight energy rates, based on rates per kWh as 

approved in Decision 9-2013. 

 

NTPC states, the GNWT’s revised electricity rate policy guidelines, issued in 

February 2011, accepted the Board recommended change that government 

electricity rates should move towards flat rates across each of the electricity 

rate zones at the next GRA. In Decision 9-2010, in view of the significant 

increases in rates identified for government customers in certain 

communities and given NTPC’s concerns over block funding, the Board 
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considered it appropriate to delay the implementation of levelized 

government rates with further analysis to be reviewed at the upcoming 

2012/14 GRA Phase 2 proceedings. Considering the estimated reduction in 

streetlight energy rates, NTPC proposed to use this program to implement 

levelization of government streetlight rates by zone, as it is not expected to 

negatively affect communities’ block funding. 

 

NTPC indicates it has consulted with the NWTAC about the program 

implementation and is currently in the process of ongoing dialogue on 

associated energy rate impacts. 

 

NTPC states the calculation of 50W LED lamp rate for the communities 

served by NTPC based on the reduced energy consumption indicated that 

the monthly charge per lamp should be reduced by 62% as compared to 

100W HPS lamp. NTPC indicated that levelizing the streetlight rate by zones 

for the 50W LED lamp results in the following energy rates by rate zone: 

 

• Thermal Zone: $19.15/month for 2013/14 and $20.21/month for 
2014/15 (rate decrease in the range of 34% in Norman Wells to 93% 
Colville Lake). 

• Snare Zone: $12.90/month for 2013/14 and $13.61/month for 2014/15 
(57% and 63% reduction from the currently approved rate for Dettah 
and Behchoko, respectively). 

• Taltson Zone: $4.98/month for 2013/14 and $5.26/month for 2014/15 
(57% and 70% reduction from the currently approved rate for Fort 
Smith and Fort Resolution, respectively). 

 

NTPC noted that the installation of LED lights across NTPC’s communities 

will alter the streetlights load profile, which affects the related diesel 

generation costs and sales. NTPC proposed to reflect this load profile 

change at the time of the next GRA and to maintain the streetlight load 

forecast as approved for the 2012/14 GRA for purposes of the 2012/14 GRA 
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Phase 2 Application to be filed in September 2014, which determines full 

2012/14 GRA rates, including streetlight rates. 

 

NTPC stated that the estimated impact on NTPC’s revenue in 2014/15 from 

the immediate implementation of this rate change in all communities results 

in a revenue reduction of approximately $0.7 million in the Thermal Zone, 

$0.04 million in the Snare Zone and $0.01 million in the Taltson Zone. NTPC 

noted, however that NTPC plans to implement the streetlight rate changes in 

each community following the completion of the conversion program in that 

community. As such, the revenue impact on NTPC from implementation of 

the streetlight changes will be mitigated. 
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3. DECISION 
 

The Board notes NTPC's view that installation of LED lights across NTPC’s 

communities will alter the streetlights load profile, which affects the related 

diesel generation costs and sales. NTPC proposed to reflect this load profile 

change at the time of the next GRA and to maintain the streetlight load 

forecast as approved for the 2012/14 GRA for purposes of the 2012/14 GRA 

Phase 2 Application to be filed in September 2014, which determines full 

2012/14 GRA rates, including streetlight rates. 

 

In view of the anticipated gradual introduction of the LED lighting program in 

each community, the Board expects the revenue and cost impacts of the 

program on the overall revenue requirement and revenues during the rates 

Phase in period from 2012/13 to 2015/16 are not likely to be significant.1  

Accordingly, the Board accepts NTPC’s proposal to maintain the streetlight 

load forecast as approved for the 2012/14 GRA for purposes of the 2012/14 

GRA Phase 2 Application.  

 

Notwithstanding the above, if the LED program implementation proceeds 

faster than anticipated and, revenues from LED lights become a significant 

part of street lighting revenues, at the time of the next Phase 2 filing, the 

Board considers that NTPC should recognize the costs and revenues of the 

LED program in the next Phase 2 cost of service study separately and, if 

required, in the revenues and revenue requirement presented in the next 

Phase 2 application as an adjustment to the 2013/14 approved revenue 

requirement. 

1 The NTPC rates phase in proposal is discussed in Decision 1-2013, Section 11.1 
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The Board has reviewed the schedules and information provided by NTPC 

and approves the rate schedules attached hereto as Appendix 1, effective 

October 1, 2013. 
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t

NOW, THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED THAT:

1. The LED Street Lighting Rate Schedules, attached hereto as Appendix 1,

are approved, effective October 1, 2013.

2. Nothing in this Decision and order shall bind, affect or prejudice the Board

in its consideration of any other matter or question relating to the

Northwest Territories Power Corporation.

ON BEHALF OF THE
PUBLIC UTILITIES BOARD
OF THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

Gordon Van T
Chairman

Dated September 13, 2013



 

FOLLOWING IS 
 

APPENDIX 1 
 

ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF 
 

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES BOARD 
 

OF THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES 
 

DECISION 12-2013 
 

DATED September 13, 2013 
 

 



   R RATE SCHEDULE 
 

Effective Date: October 1, 2013 
 
 

Rate Schedule:  Streetlighting - LED    
Community:  All   
    

Monthly Cost per Lamp (Dollars) 
 

 
    Light Emitting Diode 
    50w 
Snare Zone 12.90 

      
Taltson Zone 4.98 

      
Thermal Zone 19.15 
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